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BEYOND THE HERE AND NOW: A CONVERSATION-THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVE ON PRICE COMMUNICATION

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel conceptualization of the most common techniques firms use
to communicate prices. First, we classify existing price communication techniques based on the
type of action taken by firms. We then develop a framework to understand the influence of the
different techniques in our classification on the ongoing relationship between firms and their
customers—a perspective that extends the more transactional, one-shot view dominant in the
literature. Specifically, we take a language philosophy approach and use conversation theory to
formulate predictions regarding the impact of a given price communication technique on the
quality of the relationship. Our conceptualization allows scholars, professionals, and policy
makers to contrast and judge the different techniques on a common basis. Finally, we offer
directions for future research and implications for marketing practice.

Keywords: Price communication, relationship marketing, conversation theory, behavioral
pricing.

The last three decades have witnessed a significant shift in the way marketing research
and practice construe commercial exchanges between a firm and its customers. The traditional
view is transactional in nature, where each interaction stands in isolation and is evaluated on its
own, typically short-term, merits. In contrast, the emerging position is that firm and customers
are engaged in ongoing relationships, where the goal is to maximize overall, or “lifetime,” value
(Bagozzi 1995; Srinivasan and Moorman 2005). Nourishing customer trust and loyalty is now
deemed a critical business skill (Berry and Parasuraman 1991), in particular when paired with
the increasing awareness that attracting new customers is a costly endeavor relative to retaining
those who already purchase (Too, Souchon and Thirkell 2001). Key ingredients of relationship
marketing include cooperation (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Wilson and Sperber 1995),
bilateral communication (Hibbard, Kumar, and Stern 2001), and the optimization of returns over
a prolonged period of time (Morgan and Hunt 1994). Accordingly, new lines of enquiry have
gained popularity, including studies on customer lifetime value (Ryals 2005), customer loyalty
(Kumar and Shah 2004), customer retention (Harris, Baron, and Harris 1995), and customer
service management (Christopher 2016).
One important substantive area of marketing research that has resisted this trend is
pricing. A case in point is behavioral research in pricing, which primarily questions how
alternative means to present a given price can convince customers to purchase or at least improve
attitudes toward the product. There are probably several reasons for this approach, including the
prevailing belief that price is a negative attribute that marketers should downplay in order to
improve sales (Schindler and Kibarian 1996), and the fact that controlled experiments, the
standard empirical tool in this domain, are better suited for short-term effects (Ryals and Wilson
2005).
A common assumption across the behavioral literature on price communication
techniques (PCTs) is that customers are mostly unaware of persuasion attempts by firms and,
therefore, that there is no space for any effect on attitudes or behaviors beyond the present
context (Schindler and Warren 1988). Yet against this premise is rising anecdotal evidence,
particularly in social media, that many customers do notice persuasion intentions, they draw
inferences from PCTs about the motives of firms, and they often mobilize to retaliate against
perceived wrongdoings. This is further backed by the recent actions of legislators, who have
moved to police firms and regulate against practices that they deem deceptive. For example, the

UK Office of Fair Trading recently initiated regulations against “unfair, cumbersome, and
misleading” pricing practices, including a perceived lack of transparency and unclear surcharges
in markets for air travel, insurance, and financial services.
Within this context, the objective of our paper is to present a conceptualization of the
most common PCTs that speaks to the emerging philosophy of firm-customer relationships. First,
we classify existing PCTs based on the type of action taken by the firm, ultimately sorting them
into three groups: price endings, price structure, and price cues. Second, we develop a framework
to understand the influence of different techniques on the ongoing relationship between firm and
customers. Specifically, we take a language philosophy approach and use conversation theory
(Grice 1975; Kasher 1982) to predict the impact of a given PCT on the quality of the
relationship. Last, we study how these maxims apply and raise critical questions that serve as a
possible starting point for future research and provide guidance for professionals and policy
making.

MAKING SENSE OF THE LITERATURE ON PRICE COMMUNICATION

We conducted a search across five online databases—Science Direct, Google Scholar,
PsycInfo, SAGE Journals, and SSRN—using “pricing” and “price” as keywords for our search
published over the last 35 years (N=3,257). We chose a range of 35 years because the notion of
relationship marketing first evolved in the late 1980’s (Christopher 2016). This would allow us
to observe if this relationship paradigm was implemented in the research of PCTs. We then
narrowed down the literature by filtering out all articles that talk about price setting techniques
(e.g., dynamic pricing and discounting) and only kept the articles that analyze PCTs (the way
marketers manipulate price perception while holding the actual price constant). We then
conducted another search using each price communication technique as a keyword (e.g., “price
partitioning”) in order to verify our results and ensure we included the articles of interest. While
our focus was on scholarly peer-reviewed articles in marketing, we also included a set of
industry publications that are frequently cited in the academic literature. Ultimately, our dataset
included 238 peer-reviewed articles investigating PCTs. Out of this dataset, our review focuses
on 66 articles that were published in the top 10 ranked journals in marketing and selected
relevant disciplines (behavioral economics and management). We chose this set of journals

because these are the behavioral marketing and customer behavior journals that are most highly
respected and all have high impact factors. This allows us to exemplify the diversity of PCTs,
and demonstrate that this large body of research in price communication applies a rather
transactional point of view.
We first defined and then classify the PCTs according to the way they change the
perception of price while holding the actual price constant. This classification yielded three main
forms used to manipulate price perception: (1) changing the endings of the price (price endings),
(2) using mathematical rules to represent the price (price structure), and (3) adding external cues
to the price (price cues). We used these three clusters because they emerged in our initial review
of the literature as being the most frequently occurring PCTs and because they summarize extant
knowledge in a parsimonious manner. Table 1 lists the three clusters and the PCTs under each
cluster, as well as details on the literature that tested these PCTs.
Cluster 1: Price Endings
As the label suggests firms shape their way prices are perceived by modifying the ending.
These techniques are characterized by manipulating the amount of detail given at the ending of
the price number, after the decimal point.1 There are three PCTs in this cluster: charm prices;
precise prices; and round numbers. We exemplify the diversity of their effects (mainly
transactional) and mechanisms below.
Charm prices. Charm prices are prices that end with .99 (or .95), often resulting in a
decrease of the leftmost digit by one (e.g., $1.99 instead of $2.00). As a result, charm prices
make the price seem smaller. Research on charm prices has explored many of their potential
effects, such as changed preferences, purchase intention, the efficacy of advertising, and changed
perceptions of the offer (e.g., lower perceived quality of a product or a better deal). Thomas and
Morwitz (2005) show that charm prices increase willingness to pay, whereas Choi et al. (2014)
indicate that they reduce guilt in hedonic purchases. While 99-endings can increase sales
(Schindler and Kibarian 1996), they can also impair the perceived quality of the product (Stiving
2000). The most common explanation for customers’ underestimation of 99-endings is the
tendency to round prices down (Schindler and Warren 1988). Thomas and Morwitz (2005)
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Strictly speaking, the firm varies the price. However, this tactic is usually considered as price
communication because the change is immaterial (i.e., a few cents).

demonstrate that with charm prices the encoded magnitude of the price gets anchored on the
leftmost digit (i.e., 2 instead of 2.99 or almost 3).
Precise price. This price communication technique states an exact specific amount,
including the two digits after the decimal point (e.g., $1,349.34). The work on precise prices
provides mixed conclusions on how this price communication technique affects customers.
Coulter, Choi, and Monroe (2012) demonstrate that when cents are added to a price, customer
perception of the numerical magnitude increases by a greater percentage than the actual increase
in the numerical value of the cent digits, in other words the price seems bigger, because of a
greater verbal encoding process. However, Thomas, Simon, and Kadiyali (2010) indicate that
customers tend to underestimate the magnitudes of precise prices, positively influencing their
willingness to pay.
Round prices. Lastly, round prices manipulate the ending of the price by portraying a
non-exact, approximate round number (e.g., $100). Wieseke, Kolberg, and Schons (2016) argue
that customers perceive round prices as being more convenient because their high cognitive
accessibility saves time and processing effort during transactions. Similarly, Wadhwa and Zhang
(2015) demonstrate that round prices are processed more fluently than non-round prices.
Cluster 2: Price Structure
In this cluster, we include five PCTs that change the algebraic representation of a price by
breaking it down into several elements that require calculation to reach the whole price. These
techniques include partitioned pricing, temporal reframing of price, discount framings, and
transparent pricing.
Price partitioning. In this case, a product’s price is split into two or more parts instead of
charging one all-inclusive price at once; for example, the partitioning of the price of a mailordered product into the base price of the product and the charge for shipping and handling. Price
partitioning has a positive effect on purchase intention, possibly because it demands higher
cognitive processing for the full price to be understood (Morwitz et al. 1998). While customers
tend to be more sensitive to changes in product prices than to supplementary sales taxes (Xia,
Monroe and Cox 2004), price partitioning can draw attention to secondary attributes (Bertini and
Wathieu 2008) and increase perceptions of sacrifice. Völckner, Rühle, and Spann (2012) found
that price partitioning can increase a price’s informational (e.g., price-quality) effect, thereby
boosting demand; but it also increases the perception of making a sacrifice, and this has an

inverse impact on demand. Other research streams in price partitioning demonstrate additional
consequences, for instance, brand attitude can be impaired when customers attribute price recall
errors to the firm’s actions rather than themselves (Lee and Han 2002). Further, high surcharges
can erode perceived price fairness (Sheng, Bao and Pan 2007).
Temporal reframing. This technique involves expressing price in smaller increments,
for instance in daily equivalents (e.g., $0.87/day), even if the actual payment is a single
aggregate. Gourville (1998) shows that temporal reframing of a price into small increments
changes the perception of price so that customers perceive it as an overall smaller expense,
resulting in greater purchase intentions.
Transparent pricing. This technique involves presenting the price components and
revealing information on the way these components make the total price (e.g., production,
transportation, tax, service costs, and profit margins). The marketer varies not only the
presentation of the price itself, but also adds the information given to produce the product.
Transparent pricing systematically changes the customer utility function, reducing self-interest
and influencing customers to select the more expensive of two products because of inequity
aversion, procedural justice, and altruism (Carter and Curry 2010).
Cluster 3: Price Cues
This cluster includes three PCTs that add external or additional cues, which alter the
interpretation of the price. These include cues such as reference to a previous or a competitor’s
price, additional visual cues such as color or position of the price, or verbal cues, such as words
or exclamation marks. The three PCTs that we include in this cluster are: numerical, visual cues,
and verbal cues.
Numerical cues. Reference prices, for example, are prices other than the actual price of
the product or service, which are quoted in order to create a mental association or bias. Examples
include decoy offers, auction starting prices, and competitor prices (Chakravarti et al. 2002).
Some research shows that reference prices can increase the price a person is willing to pay for a
product (Krishna et al. 2002) because customers use the referenced price as an anchor for
comparison (Nunes and Boatwright 2004). Consequently, the focal price seems smaller when
compared to the referenced price increasing sales.
Visual cues. Visual cues like position, font size or color, have been shown to influence
perceptions of price magnitude. For example, the position of a price on a display can influence a

customer’s numerical estimates of its attributes, such that prices placed on the right side are
viewed as larger than prices placed on the left side (Cai, Shen and Hui 2012). Coulter and
Coulter (2005) find that when prices are presented in bigger fonts they are perceived as
numerically larger, compared to prices presented in a smaller font. In addition, Coulter and
Norberg (2009) suggest that a greater horizontal separation of prices leads to greater difference
and, hence, price-discount perceptions, linked to a higher perceived value and increased purchase
likelihood.
Verbal cues. People code and store prices not only visually, but also verbally (Vanhuele,
Laurent and Dreze 2006). Thus, verbal cues that manipulate information not necessarily related
to the price can signal about the price. For instance, increasing the verbal length of the price
(e.g., “seventy-two” instead of “72”) results in increased perceived price, because of a positive
relationship between the coding of syllabic length and numerical magnitude (Coulter, Choi, and
Monroe 2012). The speed at which price can be enunciated, use of price abbreviations, or
inserted text near the price containing words that imply a small magnitude are all examples of
verbal cues that influence the price perception influencing purchase.
--------------------------------Insert Table 1 about here
--------------------------------Discussion
Two observations stand out from the review and grouping of PCTs offered above: firstly,
the literature on price communication is heterogeneous and diversified with many different
effects and many possible mechanisms explaining these effects. Researchers and marketers
might face difficulties in deriving conclusions from the diversified research, which lacks a
common ground for comparison and conceptualization. We group the PCTs based on a single
common criterion, namely, the way the marketer manipulates price perception for specific
communication goals. Thus, our classification of PCTs offers a basis to compare the effects
within and between the clusters and makes it more parsimonious. This can be useful for
researchers and marketers who want to gain insights about the field of price communication as a
whole.
Secondly, and more importantly, this literature review demonstrates a transactional view
of price communication and its description in research literature, such as orientation to single

sales, change of price perception, intention to buy, and willingness to pay. These foci prevail
over research exploring a relationship view of price communications, such as the relational
consequences of attitudes towards the product, brand image, loyalty, focus on customer value, or
continuous customer contact (Christopher 2016). Lemon and Verhoef (2016) stress the
importance of creating a positive customer journey to bond customers. Pansari and Kumar
(2017) further emphasize that creating a satisfying relationship through marketing strategies is
crucial for the long-term success of a firm.

CONVERSATION THEORY

We employ a language philosophy approach and propose a framework to characterize
PCTs based on what we term “conversational cooperativeness.” Specifically, we introduce
conversation theory as an overarching explanatory mechanism for all PCTs that could elucidate
long-term effects on the relationships between firm and customer.
Conversation theory (Grice 1975; Kasher 1982) suggests that people use conversations as
means to achieve their goals. For example, a couple who are engaged in a conversation about the
preferred color of their kitchen walls are using conversation to convince each other about which
color would be best. As conversations are means to achieve goals, the conversing parties are
inherently interested in the conversation succeeding. To make a conversation successful, the
conversers act cooperatively by obeying a set of four conversational maxims: quality, manner,
relation, and quantity. That is, conversers are urged to make their contribution to the
conversation so that it is (1) truthful (quality), (2) clear (manner), (3) relevant (relation), and (4)
sufficiently informative (quantity). The maxim of “quality” posits that speakers should only say
what they know to be true and accurate and avoid saying what they know to be untruthful. The
maxim of “manner” implies that information should not be too complex, too vague, or too
simplistic than that needed for the conversation. The maxim of “relation” requires speakers to
provide only information that is relevant to the topic and the aims of the ongoing conversation.
Lastly, the maxim of “quantity” requires speakers to provide neither more nor less information
than the recipient needs.
Observance of these rules in communication is regarded as cooperative conversational
conduct. People engaged in a conversation interpret what is being said based on the assumption

that their interlocutor is being cooperative (McCann and Higgins 1992; Zhang and Schwarz
2011). More specifically, the conversational partners are engaged in a continuous coordination
where each party’s mind is constantly probing every contribution to the conversation against the
context. The conversational partners mutually agree to be understood in a particular way based
on common expectations, relationships, norms, and hierarchies between the speakers (referred to
as context), and then make inferences accordingly (Grice 1975; Levinson 1986).
The notion of conversational rules has already proven to be a powerful tool in social
interactions (Schwarz 1994). Research on interpersonal communication suggests that adherence
to conversational rules leads to more persuasive communication (Burgoon and Aho 1982; Brown
et al. 1987; Gruenfeld and Wyer 1992), more meaningful social connections (McAllister et al.
2004), and positive long-term relationships (McAllister et al. 2004; Briones et al. 2011). For
example, Briones et al. (2011) demonstrate that a two-way dialogue through social media has
helped build faster service, media coverage, and a sense of community between customers and
non-profit organizations.
Sometimes, either deliberately or accidentally, speakers fail to observe one or more of the
maxims. When a speaker discretely violates one or more of the conversational maxims, such as
intentionally contributing to the conversation information that is not truthful, clear, relevant, or
right in quantity, and conceals this from the other party, this behavior is considered noncooperative because the other parties cannot be expected to identify this violation of the maxim.2
Concealed violations of the maxims in price communication may elicit a sense of noncooperative communication, which can lead to negative responses from conversational partners,
and ultimately harm their relationships.
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Violating a maxim vividly is considered cooperative, and in fact this is relatively common in
interpersonal communication. However, within the scope of this work we focus on
communication that does not typically include vivid violations of conversational maxims,
therefore vivid violations are not interpreted in this work.

PRICE COMMUNICATION IN THE CONTEXT OF CONVERSATION THEORY

Research in marketing shows that conversational norms apply to marketing
communication such as advertising, product descriptions, product reviews, or company
announcements (Toncar, Munch, and Mayo 1994; Xu and Wyer 2010; Zhang and Schwarz 2013;
Kronrod and Danzinger 2013). Assuming that price communication is an integral part of a
conversation between firms and customers, we suggest that both parties—the firm and its
customers—should be interested in a successful conversation so that they can each promote their
goals: for the firm the goal may be to increase sales; for the customer the goal may be to solve a
problem in a cost-effective manner. In fact, a pilot study demonstrates that when customers (325
MTurk workers, Mage = 35.67, 167 women) were asked to list tools or activities that they believe
are commonly used in business to communicate about a brand or a product, and then ranked the
top five tools or activities they believed to be most effective in communicating about a brand or a
product, price was mentioned in 24.3% of the cases, and was ranked as most effective in half of
those cases (12.1% of all cases).
If we view marketing communication as a conversation between a firm and a customer
and price as an essential part of marketing communication (Kotler 2000; Krizan, Merrier, Logan
and Williams 2008), then the four maxims of cooperative conversation should apply to price
communication; and when followed, this can lead to positive firm-customer relationships with
increased trust (Berry 1995) and loyalty to the firm (Kumar and Shah 2004), customer lifetime
value, and higher customer retention (Harris, Baron and Harris 1995). If these maxims are
violated then these relationships may be harmed. Rarely do customers remain oblivious to
manipulation attempts over a period of time. Even though PCTs might be processed
unconsciously and stimulate simplifying heuristics in the mind of customers, the violation of
conversational rules might become apparent during the paying process, which in turn might
cause the customer to speculate about the intention of the firm. Hence, taking a relationship
perspective on PCT sheds light on the long-term consequences of the use of PCTs.
In this section, we evaluate the clusters we identified earlier—price endings, price
structure, and price cues—on their potential to violate any of the conversational maxims
(truthfulness, clarity, relevance, and quantity of information), thereby harming the firm’s
conversational cooperativeness. Even though a price communication technique can potentially

violate more than one maxim, for clarity of exposition we focus on the most prominent violation.
We summarize this analysis in Table 2 and Figure 1.
--------------------------------------------Insert Table 2, Figure 1 about here
--------------------------------------------No Legal Pricing Technique Should Violate the Maxim of Quality
The maxim of quality requires conversation participants to say only what they believe to
be true and to avoid saying what they believe to be untrue. In most countries, there are laws that
forbid companies from blatantly lying, so it is not common to find marketing strategies that
violate the maxim of quality. One rare example could be ‘bait and switch’, where a product is
marketed at a discounted price, ‘as long as stocks last’, but the product is not actually available
(Wilkie et al. 1998). This technique can be considered a form of violation of the maxim of
quality. By simply not telling customers the truth, marketers violate the conversational maxim of
quality in a concealed way. Not offering truthful information can erode trust, and can have
negative knock-on effects for the firm, because customers who do not trust a brand are less likely
to recommend it to others, less likely to return to the same brand, and more likely to develop
brand hate (Lee at al. 2009; Bryson et al. 2013). However, this price communication technique is
illegal in some countries and therefore is not considered in this work.
Price Endings and the Maxim of Quantity
The maxim of quantity requires conversation participants to give what is perceived by the
customer as just the right amount of information: not too little and not too much. Marketers who
manipulate price endings vary the amount of information they convey about the price by being
very detailed or very general. For example, precise prices and charm prices give more exact and
detailed information than the recipient may anticipate about the price by stating the number of
cents to be paid (e.g., $9.99 or $7.86). The outcome of offering too much detailed information is
that it causes customers to associate the figures presented with smaller numbers (assumption of
the lowest price possible) or underestimate the price (e.g., left-digit effect). Conversely,
marketers who use round prices offer only vague and approximate information about the price
(e.g., $100). As customers assume cooperative communication from marketers, this violation is
not obvious to them (meaning they assume that the price figure constitutes the right amount of
information for them to process), resulting in non-cooperative conversation conduct. To sum,

PCTs that manipulate the endings of prices reflect a concealed violation of the maxim of
quantity, and this produces non-cooperative communication.
Research in other marketing domains has demonstrated that this form of non-cooperative
conversation with customers might lead to certain relationship effects, such as loss of trust.
Zhang and Schwarz (2011) show that the more granularity of numerical information (1 year
versus 365 days) the more accurate and precise the information is perceived by the customer.
However, this effect only holds when the customer assumes that the marketer is cooperative in
the conversation. When the communicator’s cooperativeness is called into question because the
communicator either lacks knowledge or general trustworthiness, the positive effects are
eliminated (Zhang and Schwarz 2013). Reece (1989) demonstrated how failing to give enough
information to a conversational partner essentially makes the argument unconvincing because the
listener will be left with doubts and insecurities about the information given. Applying Reece’s
argument to price communication, one could infer that marketers who fail to follow the maxim
of quantity might create doubts in the quality and accuracy of information, which could, in turn,
affect brand loyalty, satisfaction, and trust—all aspects of relationships (Christopher 2016).
Price Structure and the Maxim of Manner
The maxim of manner requires participants to make their contributions to the
conversation as clear as needed. In price structure, the actual price is not clear, it is presented in a
way that makes the price harder to process then just seeing the full price. For instance, it takes
more cognitive effort to understand the full price when it is presented as $109 product + $16
shipping, rather than $125 (partitioned pricing) or 25 x $13 instead of $325 (partial payment). As
this unclear representation of the price is made purposely, but the intended meaning is concealed,
we define this cluster as a concealed violation of the maxim of manner.
In defense of our argument, this form on non-cooperative conversation can lead to
unexpected effects on the firm-customer relationship. According to Meyers-Levy et al. (1994)
unclear and confusing messages lead to increased processing, but can also prompt feelings of
frustration, anger, and helplessness, ultimately causing negative evaluations, as well as a
tendency to withdraw from decision making and await clearer information (Schlesinger and
Kiefer 2014). In sum, marketers who fail to adhere to the maxim of manner might increase
frustration and anger. In the long run, these negative emotions can affect the firm’s reputation,
and the firm may lose customers.

Transparent Prices Violate no Maxims
One exception to the violation of conversational maxims within the cluster of price
structure is transparent prices. Transparent prices are a form of PCT that violates no
conversational maxim. In transparent pricing, the total and partial costs of a product, such as
labor, materials, and distribution, are clearly shown to customers (Miao and Latilla 2007). We
propose that by outlining all the costs that constitute the price, marketers are adhering to the
maxim of quality, because they tell the truth; the maxim of relation, because the costs are
relevant to the way the prices are structured; the maxim of manner, because the costs are stated
more clearly than opaque prices, which do not disclose their components; and the maxim of
quantity, because the right amount of information is provided.
Marketing research has demonstrated that transparent pricing is one of the only forms of
price communication known to develop trust, through the itemized disclosure of information.
This is in line with the concept of a cooperative conversation. Mohan, Buell and John (2016)
emphasize that cost transparency can have a positive impact on purchase interest by establishing
a personal relationship with the customer: “When firms communicate the effort that went into
making a good, customers tend to value the product more.” These novel PCTs, rooted in a new
approach to disclosure and customer involvement, indicate a desire and need for more
straightforward and sustainable price communication in the market.
Added Cues and the Maxim of Relation
The maxim of relation/relevance requires speakers to only provide information that is
perceived by the customer as relevant to the aims of the conversation. Providing price-unrelated
information therefore violates the maxim of relation/relevance. Within the added cues cluster,
marketers add numerical, visual, or verbal cues to prices (such as manipulating the position or
color of the price, or adding prices of unrelated products to change customer perceptions). Verbal
cues, such as using price-related words, often add unrelated verbal information to create mental
associations with the price of the good or service. These could be common price abbreviations or
some kind of text near the price (e.g., “low friction,” which, by association, could be read as
“low price”). Further, reference prices (for example) often use unrelated reference points to
anchor customer minds on a certain number. Visual cues, such as the position or color of the
price, often use unrelated visual information to create associations with the price (e.g., order of
products and prices, colors, etc.). By adding cues to the actual price, marketers create

associations with irrelevant information, which manipulate perceptions of price. Therefore, we
define this cluster as a concealed violation of the maxim of relation.
Evidence for the effects of the violations of the maxim of relation has been given in other
marketing contexts. When the maxim of relevance is violated in a concealed way it may also
lead to specific downstream effects. Xu and Wyer (2010) find that message effectiveness suffers
when the language of a product description does not fit the type of publication in which it
appears (popular vs. professional magazine), making some of the information presented appear
irrelevant. Further, Nisbett et al. (1981) demonstrated that people underuse diagnostic
information when they were also given non-diagnostic information at the same time (Nisbett,
Zukier and Lemley 1981; Tetlock, Lerner and Boettger 1996) thus leading to misunderstandings
and frustration (Dulany and Hilton 1991). Applying these findings of non-cooperative
conversation to price communication, one could infer that marketers who fail to follow the
maxim of relation/relevance might cause misperceptions (e.g., about the quality of the product)
and frustration for the customer in the long-term, resulting in harm to the customer-firm
relationships.
Discussion
Our theoretical assessment demonstrates that when a firm obeys all conversational
maxims such as in the example of transparent pricing, customers tend to value the product more
because it implies honesty and builds trust to establish positive relationships. Conversely,
violating conversational rules can be defined as less successful conversations, resulting in neither
the marketer nor the customer achieving their goals in the long-run, and potentially harming
marketer-customer relationships. Although often successful in achieving sales in the short-run,
marketers can unintentionally create a non-cooperative image of a brand or firm when they
employ PCTs that violate conversational maxims. We suggest that each maxim violation might
impose its own effect on the firm-customer relationship.
In sum, beyond a non-cooperative image, there are specific downstream effects of noncooperative price communication, such as reduced trust, negative attitudes, and harm to
relationships between the customer and the firm. In the next section, we suggest possible
solutions for marketers and future research directions based on the proposed framework.

AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

We now highlight possible implications of non-cooperative price communication on
firm-customer relationships. Our goal is to spur research and practice for a more nuanced
understanding of customer reactions to the way prices and services are communicated—and thus
improve the conversation and long-term relationships between customers and firms.
Accordingly, our framework can help policy makers and marketers develop more customer oriented ways of communicating prices.
Testing the Conceptual Model
Our theory suggests that non-cooperative communication of price will negatively affect
the firm-customer relationships (Figure 1). More specifically, each pricing cluster violates one
specific conversational maxim with unique consequences on the customer firm relationships.
This theoretical model can be tested empirically in the future. Our framework may be seen as a
somewhat simplistic representation of the effectiveness of PCTs. We believe that the simplicity
of our framework allows for a unified perception of price communication. Future research can
add complexity to our model by investigating the case of violating multiple conversational
maxims simultaneously. Further, we only apply the rules of conversation theory to PCTs.
Researchers can explore the effect of adhering to conversation theory maxims in
communicating various aspects of the product, beyond price. Comparing violations across
various product aspects can reveal more advanced capacities of conversational cooperation in
marketer-customer communication. Further research could survey customers and managers about
their perceptions regarding the role of price in marketing communication and measure the effect
of conversational cooperativeness of price communications on memory, attitudes, trust and other
relational outcomes.
Focus on Long(er)-Term Outcomes of the Relationship
While price may be only one of many factors creating negative attitudes towards firms
and brands, customers mention hidden fees, unclear pricing, and high prices as reasons for
negative perceptions (marketwatch.com, cheatsheet.com, huffingtonpost.com). Negative past
experience, and symbolic incongruity through false or unclear communication can lead to brand
hate (Hegner et al. 2017). Anecdotal evidence shows that the most hated industries, such as the
movie industry, the legal field, electricity and gas utilities, hotels, healthcare providers, and the

pharmaceuticals industry, are often criticized for their high and opaque prices. “High premiums
(no one likes paying high premiums) slow claims processing and higher deductibles” are among
the issues that upset customers (cbsnews.com). Brand hate is often triggered by corporate social
irresponsibility, including failure of transparent communication (Kucuk 2016). Brand hate leads
to brand avoidance, negative word-of-mouth, and brand retaliation (Hegner et al. 2017). Our
review of PCTs suggests that focusing on short-term effects such as how these techniques can
increase sales or boost purchase intentions may miss important long-term outcomes of price
communication, such as the development of brand hate over time. Specifically, our framework
implies that violations of conversational rules may lead to the erosion of successful customer brand relationships.
As much of the research on the effects of price communication is based on experiments,
which by design predominantly provide short-term results, future research on price
communication may benefit from alternative empirical methods to capture effects on the firmcustomer relationships that develop over time. For example, time-series analyses or periodical
surveys may be more effective in revealing the possible long-term effects of price
communication.
Obeying Conversational Rules May Enhance Customer Trust
We propose that when firms engage customers in a conversation, they establish rapport
and trust. Trust is very important as one prominent antecedent of trust is a sense of cooperation,
honesty, and the keeping of promises. Non-cooperative conversation between the firm and the
customer can hinder customer trust in the firm. A subliminal but very effective way to achieve a
sense of trust is through cooperative conversation: a conversation that observes certain rules and
thus consistently meets the conversation partner’s expectations is able to build conversational
trust, which transforms into relationship trust. Morgan and Hunt (1994) propose that
communication is an antecedent of trust and should be helpful, useful, and easy. According to
Gudykunst and Shapiro (1996), sufficient information can also lead to trust. Therefore, the most
important components of trust are honesty and sufficiency of information (Larzelere and Huston
1980), or, in Grice’s terms, obeying the maxims of quality and quantity. Taken together, this
literature suggests that conversationally cooperative PCTs will have a positive effect on brand
trust, and therefore, play a significant role in the long-term success of a brand – as trust

contributes to brand loyalty, and positive brand loyalty is a good general indicator of healthy
firm-customer relationships (Christopher 2016).
Future research can define and examine empirical factors that influence cooperation in
price communication and its possible effects on trust toward the firm and, as a downstream
effect, long-term sales. It would also be worth exploring whether there is a link between specific
maxims and specific dependent variables. Future researchers could explore that cooperative price
communication will not distract customers, but rather will make communication more
cooperative, resulting in customer cooperation in return and relationships.
Differentiating Effects of Each Maxim Violation
While conversational maxim violations might have consequences on the firm-customer
relationships in general, it is possible that each violation of one specific maxim may also have a
unique consequence. Specifically, violating the maxim of quantity through price communication
may create doubts and insecurities about the given product through lack of sufficient amount of
information or too much confusing information (Zhang and Schwarz 2013). This, in turn, may
negatively affect customer satisfaction and loyalty. The violation of the maxim of manner,
however, may lead to frustration and anger towards the firm because of unclear and confusing
messages (Meyers-Levy et al. 1994) as well as tendency to withdraw from decision making to
await clearer information (Schlesinger and Kiefer 2014). Hence, marketers using PCTs that fail
to adhere to the maxim of manner (using price structure) may influence overall satisfaction by
increasing frustration and anger. The violation of the maxim of relation may cause
misunderstandings and confusion about the quality of the product (Xu and Wyer 2010) through
irrelevant distractions and noise. The result is a less convincing conversation (Dulany and Hilton
1991) that may cause brand switching. It seems crucial for firms to avoid the violation of the
maxim of quality – because not giving truthful information may have the most severe negative
effects on the relationship between the firm and the customer : including a complete loss of trust
and brand hate (Lee at al. 2009; Bryson et al. 2013).
Researchers could empirically compare the different effects of each maxim violation in
price communication. For example, this research could explore if the violation of the maxim of
quality in price communication can lead to brand hate and distrust towards the brand or product,
while the violation of the maxim of quantity in price communication can lead to lower perceived
quality of the product and evoke dissatisfaction and avoidance behavior towards the brand.

Further, future research could test if the violation of the maxim of manner in price
communication can lead to increased anger and frustration towards the brand. This in turn could
influence negative word of mouth and brand dissatisfaction or avoidance; and this could cause
less effective advertising of the product quality if the violations of the maxim of relation effect
other marketing communication techniques.
Flouting of Conversational Maxims
In this work we described the effects of discrete violation of conversational maxims.
According to conversation theory, however, when a conversational maxim is violated blatantly
(or ‘flouted’), this does not impair the success of the conversation; in fact, it could improve the
outcomes, because vivid violations, like humor or sarcasm, signal mutual understanding and
contribution to the conversation that is beyond the literal meaning of the uttered words.
Therefore, flouting conversational maxims in price communication might elicit positive reactions
from customers. Hence, we suggest opening up a new area of research on price communication
dedicated to developing PCTs that vividly flout (rather than discretely violate) conversational
maxims with the intention of improving communication and relationships with customers.
One interesting example of flouting conversational maxims in price communication is the
use of metaphor. A metaphor is a rhetorical tactic whereby the speaker refers to something by
saying something else. For example, metaphor can provide clarity or identify hidden similarities
between two ideas. One example for the use of metaphor in price communication was the
depiction of cans of soft-drinks and other inexpensive items in a recent campaign by IKEA,
implying that, just about everyone can afford a soft drink, so they can also afford home
furnishings (Figure 2).
In the future, novel conversationally cooperative PCTs, such as ones that blatantly flout
conversational maxims, could be developed and empirically tested to see whether they have a
positive effect on customer attitudes and behavior.
--------------------------------Insert Figure 2 about here
--------------------------------Customers Perceive Violations as the Norm
Literature on the formation and creation of conventions and norms in conversation (Asher
and Lascarides 2001; Lewis 2002) suggests they are formed in a gradual process of repeated use

and encounter. Thus, it is plausible that the repeated use (and occasional overexploitation) of
such PCTs has turned them into a norm. Therefore, we suggest that some PCTs may have
become so widely accepted that although they violate a conversational maxim, they are
perceived as normative and customers have learned to derive the right meaning without sensing
non-cooperativeness in the marketer. For example, 99-endings or charm prices have been in wide
use since the early 20th century. Customers have been exposed to such PCTs for a long period of
time. Hence, it is plausible that this type of price communication technique is perceived as
normative and not as a conversational norm violation because of repeated exposure (Adams
1992).
Researchers could use different empirical methods to explore which violations are most
commonly accepted in the context of pricing and how these ‘normative violations’ influence
perceptions and attitudes.
Validation of the Pricing Clusters and Investigation of Moderators and Mediators of the Effect of
Maxim Violations on Firm-Customer Relationships
Our framework helps reveal underlying mechanisms brought on by the violation of
conversational maxims. There are also dispositional and situational factors that intervene in these
effects. While many variables can undermine recipient perceptions of a communicator’s
cooperativeness, two are particularly relevant in a marketing context: the communicator’s likely
topic-specific knowledge and general trustworthiness (Brown 1987; Xu and Wyer 2010). It
would be interesting to explore the similarities within the price communication clusters we have
established. For instance, could a firm’s general trustworthiness positively influence all PCTs
grouped in the cluster (e.g., of price endings while not having an effect on price cues)? Further,
research on price communication has demonstrated that price plays different roles for the type of
product e.g., hedonic versus utilitarian consumption. We suggest that the type of conversational
maxim violation might also have a different effect depending on whether the product is hedonic
or utilitarian.
Researchers could explore whether price communication clusters that are supposed to be
related are actually correlated. In other words, it would be interesting to analyze the discriminate
and convergent validity of the clusters we proposed. Further, researchers could develop one
explanatory mechanism for each cluster and compare these clusters with one another.

Additionally, applying different moderators to a specific cluster might mitigate the negative
effects of non-cooperative price communication. Future research could explore these ideas.

CONCLUSION

Marketers habitually view price as a negative aspect for the customer (Völckner, Rühle,
and Spann 2012), and therefore seek to reduce its consequences via different types of price
communication techniques. A common underlying belief across the PCT literature is that
customers are unaware of change in the perception of prices (Morwitz et al. 1998). However,
during the payment process, some customers may become aware of the true price, introspect
about the PCTs, and eventually make conclusions about the intention of the firm (e.g., being
manipulative). Recent actions by the British Office of Fair Trading such as new regulations
against unfair pricing practices and unclear surcharges by airlines (guardian.co.uk) or financial
institutions (www.justia.com) indicate a rising awareness of some potentially manipulative
PCTs. The transactional view on these PCT practices stand in contrast to the paradigm of
relationship marketing, where building trust and loyalty over time with customers is deemed
essential to the success of firms (Berry 1995).
We bridge this gap and suggest that marketing communication can be seen as a
conversational tool to influence relationships between the marketer and customer, where both
parties ultimately take an active role (Schegloff 1997). Price communication is an essential part
of the conversation in which information about a product or a brand is conveyed to customers
(Christopher 2016). Both marketers and customers use this ‘conversation’ as a means to achieve
their goals (marketing for marketers and consumption for customers). In our conceptual
framework, we suggest that being non-cooperative in this conversation can bring unwanted
outcomes in the long run. Specifically, failed conversations can result in impaired firm-customer
relationships.
To conclude, given the trend towards new variations of more transparent and customer oriented price communication (e.g., price transparency), there are opportunities for research and
practice to evaluate and influence the potential effects of PCTs on firm-customer relationships.
Our work aims to kick start this endeavor.
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TABLE 1: CLUSTERS OF PRICE COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Price
Communication

Cluster

Description of
Price
Communication
Prices that end in
9, 99, or 95 often
reducing the leftmost digit by one
(e.g., instead of $2,
using $1,99)

Examples of
Mechanisms

Examples of
DVs

Examples of References

Charm Prices

Price
Endings

Image effect,
regulatory
focus theory,
anchoring,
signaling,
numerical
cognition,

Preference,
purchase, ad
efficacy,
perceptions of
offer,

Precise Prices

Prices that offer
the exact specific
amount including
the digits after the
coma (e.g.,
$1349,34)

Perceptions of
offer,
willingness to
pay,

Round Prices

Prices that offer a
non-exact or
approximate round
number (e.g.,
$100)

Triple-code
model
(visual,
auditory,
analog),
precision
effect,
numerical
processing,
anchoringandadjustment
heuristic,
Processing
fluency,
cognitive
accessibility,
convenience,

Baumgartner and Steiner 2007;
Choi, Li, Rangan, Chatterjee
and Singh 2014; Choi, Lee and
Ji 2012; Manning and Sprott
2009; Schindler 2001; Stiving
and Winer 1997; Stiving 2000;
Thomas and Morwitz 2005;
Schindler and Kibarian 1996
Coulter, Choi and Monroe
2012; Janiszewski and Uy
2008; Thomas, Simon and
Kadiyali 2010

Partitioned
Prices

Temporal
Framing

Price
Structure

Split a product’s
price into two
mandatory parts
(e.g., the base
price of a mailorder product and
the surcharge for
shipping and
handling) instead
of charging one
all-inclusive price

Cognitive
psychology
of attention,
mental
accounting,
reference
dependence,
anchoring
and
adjustment,
processing
effort, risk
aversion,
regret
aversion,
signaling,

Reframing of price
into its daily

Comparison
Retrieval
And

Evaluation
process,
purchase
(intentions),
sales,
attractiveness
of price
Demand,
purchase
(intentions),
perceptions of
offer, brand
image,
attitudes
towards
brand, order
size, profit,
willingness to
pay, recall,
attention
payed,

Evaluations
of offer &
compliance,

Lynn, Flynn and Helion 2013;
Stiving 2000; Wadhwa and
Zhang 2014; Wieseke, Kolberg
and Schons 2016; Yan and
Pena-Marin 2017

Anagol and Kim 2012;
Balasubramanian, Bhattacharya
and Krishnan 2014; Bertini and
Wathieu 2008; Brown, Hossain
and Morgan 2010; Chakravarti,
Krish, Paul and Srivastava
2002; Cheema 2008; Ellison
2005; Fruchter, Gerstner and
Dobson 2011; Gabaix and
Laibson 2006; Hamilton and
Srivastava 2008; Heath,
Chatterjee and France 1995;
Lee and Han 2002; Lee, Choi
and Li 2014; Leider and Şahin
2014; Lewis, Singh and Fay
2006; Morwitz, Greenleaf and
Johnson 1998; Völckner, Rühle
and Spann 2012
Bambauer-Sachse and Grewal
2011; Gourville 1998, 1999 &
2003

Transparent
Prices

Numerical Cues

Visual Cues

Verbal Cues

Price Cues

equivalence (e.g.,
$0.87/day)

Transaction
evaluation,

price
perception,

Prices that reveal
of information
about the
constellation of the
total price (e.g.,
including
production-,
transportation-,
service- cost and
profit margin)
A comparable
price to give hints
and create a
connection to the
actual price
offered (e.g.,
decoy offer,
auction starting
offer)

Inequity
aversion &
procedural
justice,
search costs,

Willingness
to pay,
consumer
utility, price
changes,

Carter and Curry 2010; Rossi
and Chintagunta 2016

Selective
accessibility,
information
processing,
attribution,
dualprocessing,
loss aversion,
signaling,
assimilation/
contrast
theory,
anchoring,
priming,
endowment
effect,

Willingness
to pay,
purchase
(intention),
perceptions of
offer, bidding
price, search
behavior,
brand
attitudes,

Using visual
representation to
influence the
perception of the
price (e.g.,
displaying the
price in small font
sizes, using colors
to imply discounts,
removing commas
$1,499 vs. $1499;
removing currency
symbols)
Verbal length of
the price,
pronunciation
speed, and price
abbreviation habits
or language near
the price e.g.,
using words that
are congruent with
a (small)
magnitude

Processing
and
encoding,
congruency
theory,
anchoring,
processing
fluency,

Perceptions of
offer,
purchase
(intention),
evaluations of
offer, choice,

Adaval and Wyer Jr 2011;
Barone, Manning and Miniard
2004; Biswas and Blair 1991;
Dayaratna and Kannan 2012;
Della, Monroe and McGinnis
1981; Grewal, Monroe and
Krishnan 1998Howard and
Kerin 2006; Kalyanaram and
Winer 1995; Kamins, Dreze
and Folkes 2004; Kan,
Lichtenstein, Grant and
Janiszewski 2013; Liefeld and
Heslop 1985; Nunes and
Boatwright 2004; Urbany,
Bearden and Weilbaker 1988;
Weaver and Frederick 2012;
Winer 1986
Alba, Broniarczyk, Shimp and
Urbany 1994; Bagchi and Davis
2012; Biswas, Bhowmick,
Guha and Grewal 2013; Cai,
Shen and Hui 2012; Coulter and
Coulter 2005 & 2010; Coulter
and Norberg 2009; Suk, Lee
and Lichtenstein 2012

Numerical
cognition
processes,
encoding,
architecture
of working
memory,

Price
memory,
recall ability,

Coulter, Choi and Monroe
2012; Coulter and Grewal
2014; Vanhuele, Laurent and
Dreze 2006

TABLE 2: VIOLATIONS OF CONVERSATIONAL MAXIMS IN PRICE
COMMUNICATION
Price Communication
Information

Violations of Conversational Maxims
None

Clusters
Price
Endings

Price
Structure

PCT

No
Violation

Quality
(Truthful
Info)

Quantity
(Right In
Quantity)

Manner
(Clear Info,
No
Ambiguity)

Relation
(Relevant
Info)

Concealed

Concealed

Concealed

Concealed

Charm
Pricing

X

Precise
Pricing

X

Round Prices

X

Partitioned
Pricing

X

Temporal
Framing

X

Transparency

X

Explanation of
Maxim Violation

Offers too much
detailed
information
causing consumers
to use heuristics to
estimate the price
Offers too much
detailed
information
causing consumers
to use associate
precise numbers
with small
numbers
Offers too little
information to
evaluate the true
value of the
product
Gives unclear
information about
the true value
because consumers
tend to focus on
the base price not
the final price.
Transmits unclear
information
because it makes it
harder to process
the full amount of
the price.
Showing total and
partial
constellations of
costs, offer
sufficient relevant
clear and truthful
information to the
consumer
suggesting

Price
Cues

Numerical
Cues

X

Visual Cues

X

Verbal Cues

X

openness, honesty
and trust. By
unpacking the
costs, the marketer
explains
everything they
did for the
customer in
putting that
product or service
together.
Often uses
unrelated reference
points to anchor
the mind of the
consumer on a
certain number
Often uses
unrelated visual
cues to create
associations
between the visual
info and price
(order of product
and price,
colored.)
Often uses
unrelated verbal
cues to create
associations
between the verbal
info and price
(e.g., price
abbreviation habits
or language near
the price)

FIGURE 1: THEORETICAL MODEL

FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF A VIVID VIOLATION OF A CONVERSATIONAL MAXIM
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